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ABSTRACT 
Dermal and non-dietary pathways are potentially significant exposure pathways to pesticides 
used in residences.  Exposure pathways include dermal contact with residues on surfaces, 
ingestion from hand- and object-to-mouth activities, and absorption of pesticides into food.  A 
limited amount of data has been collected on pesticide concentrations in various residential 
compartments following an application.  But models are needed to interpret this data and 
make predictions about other pesticides based on chemical properties.  In this paper, we 
propose a mass-balance compartment model based on fugacity principles.  We include air 
(both gas phase and aerosols), carpet, smooth flooring, and walls as model compartments.  
Pesticide concentrations on furniture and toys, and in food, are being added to the model as 
data becomes available.  We determine the compartmental fugacity capacity and mass 
transfer-rate coefficient for wallboard as an example.  We also present the framework and 
equations needed for a dynamic mass-balance model.    
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INTRODUCTION 
Screening level assessments have indicated that dermal and non-dietary pathways are 
potentially significant exposure pathways to pesticides used in homes, especially during the 
first few days following an application (Gordon et al. 1999; Zartarian et al. 2000).  These 
pathways include dermal contact with treated surfaces by hands as well as other exposed skin, 
ingestion from both hand to mouth activities and contact with toys and other items that 
accumulate pesticide, and adsorption of pesticides into food, both from air-to-food transfers 
and from contact of the food with pesticide residue on surfaces (Gurunathan et al. 1998). 
 
Among the many parameters needed to characterize exposure to pesticide residues in homes, 
the time history of surface concentrations, or loadings, is vital.  Some data have been gathered 
on pesticide concentrations in homes following application, but only for a limited numbed of 
pesticides (Leidy et al. 1993; Byrne et al. 1998; Lewis et al. 2001).  But there is constant 
change in the pesticides being used in residences as new pesticides are developed and as 
regulations change.  This creates a demand for models that can be used to predict the time 
history and fate of a broad range of pesticides based on their chemical properties.  To date, 
attempts to develop models to predict chemical behavior in indoor environments (Mackay et 
al. 1983; Neretnieks et al. 1993; Matoba et al. 1998), have been limited by insufficient data to 
calibrate the model parameters. 
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In this paper, we present the framework for a fugacity-based model of the residential 
environment and discuss the strategy for parameterizing such a model.  Although a number of 
recent and ongoing studies are shedding more light on chemical partitioning to indoor 
surfaces, more data are still needed to fully parameterize such models.  We present a list of 
current data needs. 
 
METHODS 
The work to develop and employ a fugacity model for residential environment includes 
several stages.  First is the development of the framework.  Key to model development are an 
approach for dealing with the movement of air and aerosols and the treatment of surfaces. 
 
Model Framework 
The framework for the fugacity based indoor residential model is flexible so we can include a 
variety of compartments.  In Figure 1, we provide an example application with a treated room 
and five surface compartments. Compartments for the carpet and vinyl flooring that are 
treated with pesticide are included, as are three non-treated surface compartments that can act 
as potential reservoirs for the chemical; carpet, vinyl floor, and walls/ceiling.  Our model 
framework can also accommodate other surface types, such as hard and soft sided furniture, 
as well as additional treated and untreated rooms. The air compartment connects all of the 
surfaces and removes chemical from the room through ventilation. However, the total number 
of compartment is limited by our ability to parameterize these compartments.   
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Figure 1.  odel framework for indoor fugacity model 
 
We use a mass transfer model, where the mass in each compartment is the state variable and 
the mass transfer between the compartments is defined by a transfer rate that accounts for 
both diffusive and advective transfers.  Mass balance is defined by a set of differential 
equations that account for all gain and loss processes.  The equation that accounts for the mass 
in the air of the primary treated room is: 

wpwavpvacpcavtvactcaapap
ap MTMTMTMTMTML

dt
dM

+++++−=  (1) 

where M’s represent the compartment masses (in grams), T’s are transfer factors (1/day), and 
Lap is a loss rate constant.  We use Map for mass in air, Mct for treated carpet, Mvt for treated 
vinyl, Mcp for untreated carpet, Mvp for untreated vinyl, Mhp for untreated hardwood, Mwp for 
walls and ceiling.  We use Tca for transfer from the carpet to air, Tva  for vinyl to air, and Twa 
for walls to air. The loss rate constant from the air in each room is the sum of all loss and 
transfer processes: 

wp_apvp_apcp_apvt_apct_apout_apaap TTTTTTkL ++++++=  (2)  
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where ka is the degradation rate in air and the other transfer factors are  Tap_out for air to 
outdoors, Tap_ct for air to treated carpet, Tap_vt for air to treated vinyl, Tap_cp for air to untreated 
carpet, Tap_vp for air to untreated vinyl, and Tap_wp for air to walls.  
 
Similar to Equation (1) there is a differential equation describing the mass in each of the 
surfaces as well.  As an example, the equation for the treated carpet is defined below.  In each 
case, ki is the transformation rate of the chemical, where the subscript i refers to the 
compartment type.  Additionally, Si (mols/day) is the source rate of the chemical, where the 
subscript i refers to the compartment.   

Treated Carpet: apct_apctctc
ct MTSML

dt
dM

++−= ;  (3) cacc TkL +=

 
Movement of air and aerosols 
Movement of air and indoor aerosols to the outdoor environment occurs through ventilation.  
If a second or third room is considered, we use room to room air exchange.  Both temporal 
and inter-home variability need to be considered when estimating the range of potential 
concentration values.  Particle deposition and resuspension are important processes within the 
home.  Rates vary by surface type, surface orientation, and particle size. 
 
Treatment of Surfaces 
Several researchers have made measurements that provide insight on the sink effect of 
surfaces in a room, including efforts to determine rates of sorption to and desorption from a 
surface.  Some have developed isotherms to model the partitioning into a surface (Jorgensen 
et al. 2000).  But it has not been established whether a chemical partitions primarily onto the 
surface of a material (Won et al. 2001), or whether the compounds diffuse into the pores 
and/or body of the material (Cox et al. 2001).  Additionally, partitioning and diffusion may 
occur on different time scales, with short-term experiments accounting for partitioning onto 
the surface and long term experiments accounting for diffusion into the material.  Presently, 
there are insufficient data to develop models that account for the diffusion into the materials.  
Another key issue is whether partitioning onto surfaces is a reversible or irreversible process.  
While most experiments have assumed reversibility, some compounds have been shown to 
have irreversible partitioning onto surfaces (Van Loy et al. 2001).   
 
Jorgensen et al. proposed three general criteria for developing models of surfaces—(i) models 
should be based on sound physical/chemical description of the process (i.e., theoretically 
derived models are preferred over empirical models), (ii) models should be mathematically as 
simple as possible, and (iii) the model should “adequately” fit measured data (Jorgensen et al. 
2000).  In order to best comply with these criteria, we base our model on fugacity.  Fugacity is 
a way of representing chemical activity at low concentrations and can be regarded physically 
as the partial pressure or escaping potential exerted by a chemical in one physical phase or 
compartment on another (Mackay 1991).  At low concentrations, fugacity, ƒ (Pa), is linearly 
related to concentration C (mol/m3) through a fugacity capacity, Z (mol/m3-Pa), C = ƒZ.   The 
fugacity capacity defines the holding capacity of a material for a chemical substance based on 
the properties of both the material and the chemical. When two or more compartments are in 
equilibrium, the escaping tendency (the fugacity) of a chemical is the same in all phases.  This 
characteristic of fugacity-based models often simplifies the mathematics involved in 
calculating partitioning.  Fugacity models can also be used to represent a dynamic system in 
which the fugacities in two adjacent media are changing in time due to an imbalance of 
sources and losses (Mackay 1991).  
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RESULTS 
In order to illustrate the use of our model, we used available data for wallboard to define a 
fugacity capacity as well as the diffusive transfer rates between the air and the wallboard 
(Tichenor et al. 1991; Van Loy et al. 2001 ; Won et al. 2001).  Much of the available 
experimental work provides information to establish sorption and desoprtion rates from a 
surface.  From this work, we have determined that the associated fugacity capacity of the 
surface can be calculated as, 

w

ds
wallboard RTd

kk
Z =   (4) 

where ks is the sorption rate (m/h), kd the desorption rate (1/h), R the ideal gas constant (Pa-
m3/molK), T the ambient temperature (kelvins [K]), and dw the thickness of the wallboard. 
 
Fugacity capacities for various residential surfaces are calculated from partition coefficients, 
such as the air/surface equilibrium concentration ratio.  Often these partition coefficients 
correlate with chemical properties such as vapor pressure or the octanol-air partition 
coefficient Koa.  To establish these relationships for painted wallboard, we consolidate data 
from all available sources (the data for nicotine from the Van Loy study was not included).  
This provides more data for assessing the correlation and allows us to compare the studies for 
consistency. For surface partition coefficients, we used both vapor pressure and Koa, as 
predictors of surface partitioning.  Figure 2 is a plot of the surface partition coefficient of 
wallboard versus the vapor pressure for the available chemicals. A regression line was fit to 
the points and is shown.  The equation of this line is 

85010 2310932 .R;
d

kk VPlog..

w

ds == −       (5) 
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Figures 2.  Surface partition coefficient versus vapor pressure from multiple experiments.  
 
In addition to partition coefficients, we need experimental data to determine mass transfer rate 
coefficients from the air to the surface.  Based on standard models, mass transfer is driven by 
the fugacity difference between air and the surface, and is controlled by a transfer resistance 
at this interface.  On the air side of the interface, the resistance to transfer is proportional to 
the thickness of the thin boundary layer of stagnant air on the surface.  In Figure 3 we plot the 
mass transfer rate to the wallboard versus the vapor pressure from the available experimental 
data. There is a maximum transfer rate based on the resistance through the air boundary layer.  
Chemicals with higher vapor pressures exhibit an additional resistance to transfer from the 
wallboard side of the interface.  A line was fit to the data to determine the mass transfer rate 
coefficient for the higher volatility compounds:  

22410631 108267010 −−− ×=== .Value.Max,.R;Y VPlog..  (6) 
where Y is the mass transfer coefficient (mol/(m2Pa-d)).  This is equal to a mass transfer 
coefficient in units of m/d times the fugacity capacity of air, in units of mol/m3Pa. 
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We a use a similar approach to establish fugacity capacities and mass transfer rates for each 
residential surface.  Because the quantity of available data varies by surface type, there are 

significant variations in the reliability of these estimates.   
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Figure 3.  Transfer rate versus vapor pressure for partitioning to wallboard. 
 
DISCUSSION  
Limited availability of experimental data limits the complexity and reliability of our models. 
Although sufficient data are available to parameterize the holding capacity and transfer rates 
to and from some residential surfaces, more research is needed in this area to account for 
variations among chemicals, variations in surface types, and variations among homes.  In 
particular, many of the partition coefficients have been measured for compounds with much 
higher volatility than the pesticides of current interest.  In the current version of our model 
extrapolations from non-pesticide data are used to determine the partitioning into various 
surfaces.  Controlled experiments with pesticides need to be completed to confirm partition 
coefficients and transfer rates for pesticides and other low-volatility compounds.   
 
More household-specific measurements are needed on degradation rates and transfer rates.  
Most available data on degradation rates are from the outdoors. Many compounds that are 
degraded by photodegradation persist much longer indoors. However, the degradation rates in 
the indoor air and on indoor surfaces have not been quantified for the pesticides of concern.   
 
Rates of transfer from surfaces to air following a crack and crevice application need to be 
better quantified through controlled experiments.  A preliminary sensitivity analysis on the 
model indicated that uncertainty in this parameter leads to much uncertainty in model results. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
A better understanding of pesticide fate and transport in the home is needed to quantify 
exposure to pesticides used in the home.  A general framework for modeling fate and 
transport indoors is presented.  The main challenge for further model development is to obtain 
more reliable estimates of the value ranges of partitioning, degradation, and transfer rates of 
pesticides on a variety of household surfaces.   
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